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ln the last years the sensible progress in a model-independent 

description of properties of the three-nucleon aystem has been made. 

The model~independent description is given by the oorreot·dynamioal 

equations - the Faddeev equations, and quite effective methods for_ 

the· solution of the_se equations. 

Almost all the methods for solving the ;Faddeev equations can 

be divided into two groups. The first group contains the method/
11 

which enable one. to derive the approximate solutions of the exact 

equations. The second group includes the method/2 I for obtaining 

the exact solutions of. certain approximate equations. The above 

approximation consists' in' the replacement of the'exaot two-bod;r 
. . 
t-matrix by superposition ofthe factorized Jerma. It means that-

within the second group methods the approximation of three-body- .. 

problem is made at the ievel of the two-particle problem. This makes 

it possible to iiltroduoe there the orit_eria to characterize the 

degree o:t approx1mation in a wa;r independent of the quantity

calculated. 

Hereafter one of such possibilities of solving the Faddeev 

equations based on the so-called Bateman method/.)/ will be considered 

The procedure_ developed turns out to be rather universal and.permits 
. . 

one to solve the Faddeev equations for.the local potentials of an 

arbitrary- shape. The method requires no changes if one proceeds 

from the bound~atate description to the scatteringproblem • 
. ·, 
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Thus let the 1- sO; partial wave projection of the potential in 

the momentum representation be expressed as Vt ( K ~ K1
) 

oc ' . 

V.e. (~c:,~~:.~:: ~-rr7. ~ Jt.c~~)j(.c~e.'t) V('l.)z.
4
d1. 

Without loosing the community in assertions we consider the case 

1=0 for the Yukawa potential. 

As a point of departure we to the plot of the function 

k.. 

V..t I' r, 
Using the Bateman technique let us cut the surface \fo(k:,l{.~y the 

planes which are parallel to the coordinate planes and construct 

the approximate surface V (K,K~ coinciding with. the exact one 

along the lines of intersections of those planes with the surface 

\/o (\<> K'}. The function V (", k:') is of the form 

V(~<)K')== ~-(J!.J~i \{(k,S~)'Io(~j,K') 
~d-' _a _ a 

(1) 

where c{L.~ = \/o(S~.,<:.cl) t~.nd -Si. are, for the moment, arbitrary 

parameters. 

r- In such a way we possess the approximate factorized potential 

V('i',~hioh coincides with local one Vo (K,K') along N lines~ (~',~•} 
Hence, it is also clear that choosing number N sufficiently large 

and placing the points SL in a proper way it is possible to 

4 

' 

approximate as good as necessary the local potential ~ 
expression (1). It_can be shown/4/, if one needs, that 

appropriate choice of the points s~ the series (1) c' 

uniformly. So far for all the short-range potentials t: 

\i(K,K') decrease rl_th increasing K and k.
1 

th 

_of (1) will be _the faster the stronger this decrease~ 

shall fix the parameters S;. by minimizing the mean

deviation J.'l. of the approximate potential from the 

- z.· 5S IV(19'')-V(k.,k.')l ~Kdk. 1 

S \ vY~,"·)ot" JK' 
jt(si:··Sw)= 

2. 
The quantity J.. can serve for a criterion of oaloula 

olif) since no other approximations are made. 

Now, solving the Lippman-Schwinger equation with 

of the type (1) for the partial t-matrix tL(k:,k~:) we 

tJ . 

t.e,(k.,~1,~) = ~ ( C- 1(z)]~i \{_ (K,s~)\f (Sj, k') 
L t=i 0 a 'o -

where 
C.c:J(r)= d,tc\ +&-rrfa2.I;.·(r) 

aQ a u 
I.-C2)= < .YtC~<.s;)Vt.f~<,s:J~tc. I'll<. 

\\ ~ K. -2.ji•t~-' ~ 
and ~,2 is the reduced mass of the colliding partiolt 

The exPression (j) is the most convenient for tht 

•) 
Note that the actual accuracy of computing some qu9J 

' ' 

be and, in fact, is higher than an estillation of (2). 
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: with the exact one 

tlanes with the surface 
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. (1) 

1r the. moment, arbitrary 

Lte .factorized potential 

i:') along N lines ~(~',•i} 
!r N :sufficiently large 

~Y it is possible to 

i 
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} 
.I 
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approximate as good as necessary the local potential \10 (k1 ~1 by .the 

expression (1). It can be shown/4/, if one needs, that for the 

appropriate choice of the points S~ the series (1) converges 

uniformly. So far for all the short-range potentials the functions 

\i. (" •"-') decrease with increasing K and K' the convergence 

of (1) will be the faster the stronger this decrease. Finally, we 

shall fix the parameters S· I. 
by minimizing the mean-square 

. V''Z. 
deviation J1 of the approximate potential from the exact one: 

(2) 

t 
The quantity )( can serve for a criterion of calculation accura-

cy¥) since no other approximations are made. 

Now, solving the Lippman-Schwinger equation with a potential 

of the tJPe (1) for the partial t-matrix tL(k,k~~) we find 

"' 
(.3) 

where 
C..:d(r)= cLt~ +&it'fi2.Ii.·(r) 

co a 2.' 

I ( )- ~· Yt.(I<,S:.)Ve.(K,SJ)IC. coli<. 
.. 2 - 2. "'' ~ •r-\~ o K.-..:;;j'lttl,;-L~ 

and ~12 is the reduced mass of the colliding particles. 

The expression (j) is the most convenient for the potentials 

• Note that the actual accuracy of computing some quantities can 

be and, in fact, is higher than an estimation of (2). 

5 
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of whiohthe Fourier transforms are expressed in the.eJ(plioit 

analytic form (e.g., for s~perpositions of the .Yukaw~ potentials). 
• <· 

Nevertheless, there eXist phenomenological potentials such as, 

for instal1oe, the Ramada-Johnston potential to which the Bateman 

method cannot be applied immediately. In this case the functions· 

V(~e.,st)in (lY should be replaced~ for· example, by the interpola

ting functions P(K,s;.) / 4/ coinciding 'with V(~<,St)at the points 

si, c:.t , ••. s,..,.,sN•t , .•• ~N • ..i • 
Then the expression 

N ... 

V{~e.,~<')= ~=• [~-'lJ P(K)s,)P(5d>K') 

ol· · = V1s· ~-) ~d . l; • ) d 

.. 

(la) 

coincides with the Fourier transform.ofpotential at the points 

v c~·L ,~d)= V(s;,s.d) 1!:l.~ tJ 

"" . . 

\f(s~,s~)=V(sd;s.i) .. -.. i=J~N+M . 
Just as (1) the expression (ia) converges uniformly. 

Next, if the t~atrix _is chosen in .the form (J), the Faddeev 

equations for the definite momentum states reduce to the system of 

the one~imensional equations~ In particular, these were solved for 

the following problems: three-baryon bound state (H), HeJ, 1\ a3 ) 

and.nd-scattering:at zero energy of neutrons. Calculations were 
·· · · 3 ic 

performed With two 11real1.stic 11 potentials describing si. and ;::>0 
. . 

~ phase shifts of NN-scattering in the energ;y range from 0 up to 

)00 ~ 400 MeV as welf as with a number of potentials without 

•. repulsion. 

Let us .list here the potential_s used 

6' 

'I' 
I 

·- ..... 

~- ("l.)-V. . r ,;2c~-~ ... ~/a., • .-2·~ -(1-1,..)fa.~·]· :, ... 
""""' 0\\\ l <- - .e. . " .. · . . - . . 

W\= 1.,2.;3. 

·Table I. Parameters of the potential (4): 

Pot en- System a.. .. : 'Lo Vo.,.,.. 
tial (t"" )· (.f\\<) .· (Mc;v~ 

\{i. i . 5 Y'l? -2Jo678:!:;0o028 2o44:!:;0oll. · 61.99 0 0. 

V..t i 
So> Y\V\ 

-17:!: 1 2.84:!:;0.0) 40.J8 0 

\{1 3 Si,\'1p 
+5.J97:!:;0o011 1.727:!:;0o01J 119.49 

·.-
( Q.,, 'to 

tively) 

are the scattering length and effective ran 

v2.'M (t)= .Ai."" 
e_r•M4 't. 
-+ t 

Wl=i-,2.}~ 

-M \.. 

>.. .e.' :z.\01 

2.'M z. 

Table II. Parameters of the potential (5). 

Po ten-
tial System 

V:u. ' •. . 
Sol'l\p ·-2).) 2.8 .:..2.64 7.)9 1.55' 

Vu i. So, \'1 p -u.o 2~6 - 3.2il3 ·1'.333 i30~ 

V, ~ . 5.45 1.8 -).22 7.)9 1.55 
u s!,,np 
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i in the explicit 

:ui Yukawa potentials), 

:ial potentials such as, 

~o which the Bateman 

~·case the functions 

lle, by the interpola

V{K,s~)at the points 

(la) 

Ltial at the points 

':tV. 

N+M 
~ uniformly. 

~orm (.3), the Faddeev 

1duoe to the system of 

these were solved for 

:ate.(H3, He3, t\H3) 

Calculations were 
3 i 

10r~bing :S1 and 5 0 

· .range ·:from 0 up to 

'tentials without 

l 

Table!. Parameters of the potential (4)~ 

a.. .. 
(fm)· 

a.~ "t.-

G~) .· (f"") 
Paten- System 
tial . . . 

i 
So • \'\? -2.3.678;t0.0282.44;t0e11 61.99 0,.3957, 0.9.365 

~ 
So> t\V\ 

lsi.,V'IP 

-17 :!: 1 2.84;t0.0.3 40 • .38 0.4799 1.05.31 

+5 • .397;!;,0•011 1.727;tO.Ol.J 119.49 0 • .3408 0,8668 

;( 

( O..,, 'to are the scattering length and effective range, respeo-

tinly) 

• 

Table II, Parameters of the potential (5). 

Po ten-
tial System 

Vu 'So ~"'P ·-2.3 • .3 2.8 -2.64 7.J9 1.55' J,11 

Vu i. So, \1 p -Z3.0 2~6 ,.;, 3.2il3 •il.333 i.ltO~ 3. ~b · 

"'!. ~ 5i,, YIP 
5.45 1.8 -J.22 7 • .39 1.55 .).11 
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In Table III there are presented the calculation results for 

the doublet scattering length 2~ and the tritium binding energytT 

as functions of the singlet radius tos• These have been computed 

for the following four types of potentials without repulsion: ~ -

square-well potential, G - the Gaussian potential, E - exponential 

potential and H- the Hulten potential*). 

Table III. 
;' 

t.s 2.0..(S) 

(f"') (fw) 

2
Q.(G) 2.a.(!:) 2.0-(1-1) E/S) ET(<;) E"r(E') fr(l-l) 
G·-) (fw) (f'IM) (JI:\R.V) (M~v) ("'tav) ( M~V) 

2.5 o.JJ 

2.6 0.52 

2.704 . 0.71 

2.8 0.9 

-o.o8 -0.4 

. 0.11 -o.21 

0.285 -o.02 -1.8 

0,46 0.17 

9.15 9.JJ 

8.9J 9.15 

8.72 8.96 

8.52 8.76 

Two-particle parameters in Table III are as follows: 

Q. 0 ,=-2J.714 fm., 0.0 ~= .);4.25 fm., tot =1.749fm. 

9.4 

9.12 

9.02 10.5 

8.8J 

Throughout all the calculations there has been used t-matrix 

(J) with N=4, the quantity V 1~=~ being equal to ~, but the 

parameters 0.
0 

and 't 0 calculated differ from the initial ones 

only by about 1%. 

To economize "paper space" we do not present here the results 

*)The calculations were based on the separable representation of 

the two-particle t-matrix by the _Bateman method for the S +.E -

potentials and for the Hulten potential H the expansion (la) was 

used. 

8 
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for the spinless systems calculated by the same method 

point out the rapid convergence of the procedure as foJ 

scattering length so for the binding energyf7/~ 
Further, Table IV lists the calculation results fc 

2. . 
scattering length 0..' and the tritium binding_ energy 
• 2. 
as the expert-mental data on Q.. and E 'T" • 

Table IV •. 

2.Ct (fm) 

ET (MeV) 

'lor,Cfm) 

/7/ 

vuv..~ 

0.54 

9.12 

2.44 

/7/ 

V..t."'~ 

l.JJ 

8.10 

2.7 

/7/ 

·vu v2.?. 

0,68 

8.90 

2.6 

/7/ 

\l:u.Vz.t. 

Expt 
dat1 

0.7: 

1.2 0.1~ 

0.4: 

8.56 

2.8 

From Table IV it can be seen that for the "realistic" 

the dependence of the binding energy and doublet scatt 

on the magnitude of the singlet radius is considerably 

~ on the functional shape of potential. The above s 

completely opposite that for the calculations with the 

without repulsion (which describe the data on 11 effect:1 

only), where the shape dependence is more pronounced ( 

and Refs./l,l2 ,+JI). If this fact is not accidental tt 
2. of 0.. and ET with the "realistic" potentials apJ 

9 



aloulation results for 

ritium binding energy fr 
ae have been computed 

without repulsion: S -

ential, E - exponential 

:s) ET(<;) l:r (c) !;T(~) 
\/) (M~\/) (\>\IN) ( t.\ll..") 

5 9 • .).) 9.4 

.) 9.15 9.12 

2 8.96 9.02 10.5 

2 8.76 8.8.3 

follows: 

• 749fm. 

ha's been used t-matrix 

g equal to 6%, but the 

from the initial ones 

resent here the· results' 

bl13 representation of 

thod for the s + E -

:he expansion (la) was 

for the spinless systems calculated by the same method and only 

point out the rapid convergence of the procedure as for the 

scattering length so for the bind~g energy/7/. 

Further, Table IV lists the calculation results for the doublet 
2. scattering length Cl and the tritium binding energy S~ as well 

as the experjLmental data on 2.a., and E,.. • 

Table IV._ 

2.Ct (fm) 0.54 l.JJ 

9.12 8.10 

'lor,(fm) 2.44 

0.68 

8.90 

2.6 

1.2 

8.56 .. 
2.8 

Experimental 
data 

0.7±0 • .)181 
0.15!,0.05/lO/ 

0.48!,0.05/9/ 

8.48 

From Table IV it can be seen that for the "realistic" potentials 

the dependence of the binding energy and doublet scatter~ng length 

on the magnitude of the singlet radius is considerably stronger 

~ on the functional shape of potential. The above situation is 

completely opposite that for the calculations with the potentials 

without repulsion (which describe the data on "effective range" 

only), where the shape depen~enoe 

and Refs./l,l2 ,~JI). If this fact 

is more pronounced (see Table III 

is not accidental then computing 

7-
of 0.. and E'T with the "realistic" potentials apparently gives . 

9 
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no possibility to distinguish between various· shapes of potentials. 

If all. the results of caicul~bon-~ of £ r .•. and z.O..'·· wl~h the 
. . z. 

potentials S - H are. plotted as ET ("tos.) and Ct.(tos.)then one 

obtains the straight lines-and it turns out that_the most clos~ to 

the realistic case is just the result'oal~ulated with_ the square

well potential without-repulsion. 

Table IV indicates also that because of large ·error the oldest 
. . [.&] ,.· ··. . . ' ~ 

experimental data do not allow to-fix the definite variant of cal-

culations· • The ~ost ~onsistent with the_experiment/9/ are the 

calculations with ~o& =-2.4. · However,c if the correct experiment is 

the experiment/lO/ then the essential corrections to the present 

' knowledge about the nature of NN-interactions are necessar~ in order 

to agree the experimental data with the calculations. One of the 
. /10 possibilities to obt~in the above consistency with the experiment • 

is as follows. 

If we take the potential of the form 

_ {·A'S (t-~ .. )+_--~ c~) 
V(tr..)= ._. -

\}1. ('t) .. . 
. . . .. .·' [.ltcJ 

'l.. = '2.., 
(6) 

't '? 't c. 

then it is easy to see that the phase shift_ of the soattering on 

such poten;ial does n~t depend o~ .'\:f" arid NN-wave function de

rived with this putential <i¥ ;to) has the node \..l(tc.l=O. Choosing 

the functions Y:' in the form t!'s=Va6-t.~)>~t= 0 and the 
. 't.J,.-''t'- . 

attraction as· 

where \J"f: 
i. 

vs 
~ 

v..c~)= t~· 
=48.0' KeV, 

•)2.) MeV, 

't.c. c:.. 'L E 'Z. o 

) t. :;::o> ~0 

t~ =0.17 fm.,. 

t' •0.177 fm, c. 

(7) 

t . 
t 0 •1.87 fm, 

t~ .. 1.9 fm. 

2 

. .. .. L . 
we ·get the values of the. doublet scattering length a.. 
binding energy E T li'Sted in Table V x). 

Table v. 

. 

v . t:!.. (fm) 
'2. --,a. (fm) ?"r (MeV) 

-
104 ,. 0.06 --7-..10-) 

104 · o.1 0.267 10.5 .. 

104 0.14 .. 0.5 8.8 

'Thus, we can conclude that the verystrong depende 

three.:.body quantities on the off-shell forces ·:q[: t~ 
Th:i.~ is due to the strong dep-endence of the behaviour c 

. nucleon wave function \,.,(.. ( 't.) on the- shape of ~ .. at 

Since the behaviour of U.:.('l..) at 't <:. '2.c.. , at least. j 

of singlet scattering, ·isnotknown the~.it is quite pc 

introduce the off-shell force's -~"!::J!; in singlet state 

shape and parameters are derived from the-three-body pl 

Further, the _results of the foilowi:ng calculation: 

and magnetic . .radii 6f He) ~d H) nuclei,· the.- admixture 

s~etry state p!;, , the quartet scattering length .·and 
- . ( ... \,., element \.)0"" for beta.:.deeay of tritium with the pote: 

(5)/l5/ are ~resented 1n Table vi • 

x)It should be notEjdthat the potential (7) provides t 

of 2os =2.15 fm. 
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D:d Ct.('l.e>s.) then one 

·that the most close to 

lated with. the square-

f l~ge·error the oldest 

efini~e variant of oal

experiment/9/ are the 

e. _correct· experiment is 

otions to.the present 

QS are necessary in order 

oulations. One of the 

oy with the experiment/lO. 

(6) 

of the soattering on 

NN~wave function de

lO~e Ll (t,}:o. Choosing , 
' t . 

'Z-:1.), ~ =:: 0 and the 

~". 
z.~ 

r fm, 

(7) 

I> t: . . 
""·•1.87 fm, 

t~ ... 1.9 fm. 

we ·get the values of the. doublet scattering length 2.0... and tritium 

binding energy. ET u'ated 1n Table v x) • . 

Table v. 

v t:1. (fm) 
2. . 

· 0.. (fm) ~r (MeV). 

104 -7.10-J 

104 o.1 6.267 10.5. 

104 0.14 0.5 8.8 

Thus, we oan conclude that the very strong dependence of the 

three.:.body quantitie~s on the off-shell forces. W takes place. 

This is due to the_ strong dependence of the behaviour of the two

nucleon wave function u. (oz.) on the shape of ~ at 2"" 'l.c.. ...• 

Since the b~haviour of U:.(~) at 't<=-~c:. , at least_in the case 

of singlet scattering, 'is not known then it ia quite possibh to . 

introduce the off-shell forces .:9:"· in singlet state of which the 

shape and parameters are derived from the-three-body problem. 

Further, the.results of the following calculations: the ohuge

and magnetic, .radii of HeJ and HJ nuclei, the· admixture of. the mixed 

s~etry state p&, , the quartet scattering length and axiaLmat:dx 

element 1~0!\1. for beta..:.deoay of tritium with the potentials (4) and 

(5)/l5/ are presented :in.Table VI. 

x)It should be-noted that the potential (7) provides too low value 

of Jos =2.15 fm. 
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Table VI. 

Poten-
tials 

Ds' 
It().. (1'M) 

R"" ( \-\l) (1-) 
R"' (\-\~) (t-..) 

~ l. 1) 'l.. ( ~ 6= itc."(Hc. - Rv\. \-\ 

IS~\' 

~i.v.l 
4.7'1; 

6.35 

1.52 

1.48 

10.24 

2.63 

Va,Vz.l 

2% 

6.37 

1.71 

1.70 

11.24 

2.83 

.F 

Experimental 
data 

6.45;t0.05 

1.7 ;t0.05 

1.74;to.o5· 

ll.l;t0.58 . 

2.84;t0.06/l6/ 

Aside from the quartet scattering length which is the same for both 

potentials all the given resul.ts testify .to the potential (5)·w1th. 

the value tos •2.8 fm. The reasons of such a difference between the 

potentials (4) and (5) are as fol.lows: First, the repulsion in the 

singlet part of (4) is not enough that gives rise to increased 

values of the binding energy and decreased values of the electro

magnetic radii. Second, the attraction ~n the triplet part of (4) is 

rather overrated because of which the value of . Ps' is rather higher 

and the value of axial matrix el.ement differs from that of experiment 

for beta-decay. We also picture in fig.I the dependence of ratio of 

charge form factors of nuclei H3 and He3 on the momentum transfer 

squared under condition that the neutron form factor is zero. Both 

the curves relate to the calculations with the potential (5) .but the · c · I 

solid curve was found with 'the rough account of the Coulomb i.nter-

action in He3 nucleus. The procedure was as follows. As the protons 

in He3 i.nteraot 1n the singlet state so we have assumed the Coulomb 

potential. to be responsible only for the decrease of the si.nglet 

12 

attraction. The decrease of attraction was clio.sen in su' 

the Coulomb energy- E =0.76 MeV was reproduced. c:. 
The "body" form factors F.. (q2..) and F£ {q'l.) wer· 

by using the potentials (4) and (5) wi.thout the Coulomb 

ion/l5/, too. The cur~e for calculations wi.th the poten 

higher than the experimental one, the disagreement i.ncr 

growth of ~2. which, in turn, shows the nonsufficient : 

the potential (4). As soon as the experimental data /l9. 
. 3 z. electric form factor of He. 1n the range 8 ~ 1 ..= 20 f 

available we computed this form factor with the potenti 

calculations (as in the paper/201) do not result 1n the 

minimum on the curve I. F ~ ( '1 1.) \at 9 '2. ,.._ 10 fm-2 • This i 

bably the stronger repulsion at short distances,than in 

tial (5). The above assertion has been confirmed by the 

of form factors of He3 and T wi.th the Hamada-Johnston p 

providingthe mi.nimum required experimentally. 

So, if for the moment we do not take into consider 

recent experimental data on the doublet scattering leng 

can say that the potential (5J with t 0 sm2.8 is the most 

The bound state wave functions obtained by using this p 

apparently reveal in the most adequate way the low-ener 

of the system. This has "inspired" us to aompute the re 

f' -capture on HeJ nucleus. If the nuclear wave functio 

the probability of this reaction depends only en one un 

able - the weak coupling constant ~ p of.the induced 

interaction. By using the experimental value of probabi 

to 1468 sec-1. for the pseudosoalar coupling constant we 

iP =5.33 
·~A 

1.3 



Experimental 
data 

6.45±0.05 

1.7 ;t0.05 

1;74±0~05' 

11.1±0.58 . 

2.84±0.061161 

~h is the same for both 

the potential (5)' w1 th · 

difference between the 

,.the repulsion in the 

rise to increased 

alues of the electro

e·triplet part of (4) is 

of P51 is rather higher 

a from that of experiment 

dependence. of ratio of 

the momentum transfer .. . 

rn factor is zero. Both 

tle potential (5) but the . 

ot the Cotilomb inter

follows. As the protons 

ave assumed the Coulomb 

reaae of the singlet 

attraction. The decrease of attraction was chosen in such a way that 

the Coulomb energy f?~ =0.76 MeV was reproduced. 

The "body" form factors fi. (q2.) and If (q7.) were calculated 

by using the potentials (4) and (5) without the Coulomb interact

ion/l5/, too. The curve for calculations with the potential (4) is 

higher than the experimental one, the disagreement increases with the 

growth of ~ 4 which, in turn, shows the nonsuffioient repulsion in 

the potential (4). As soon as the experimental data /l9/ on the 

electric form factor of He3 in the range 8 .S ~Z...!: 20 fm-2 .became 

available we computed this form factor with the potential (5). Our 

calculations (as in the paper1201) do not result in the experimental 

• minimum on the curve 1·1=~ (~t )\at 91
- 10 fm-2• This indicates pro

bably the stronger repulsion at short distances than in the poten

tial (5). The above assertion has been confirmed by the calculations 
r21) 

of form factors of He3 and T with the Hamada-Johnston potential~ 

provid1ngthe minimum required experimentally. ~ 

So, if for the moment we do not take into consideration the ,. 

recent experimental data on the doublet scattering length then we 

can say that the potential (5J with t 0 sm2.8 is .the most preferable. 

The bound state wave functions obtained by using this potential 

apparently reveal in the most adequate way the low-energy properties 

of the system. This has "inspired" us to oompute the reaction of 

r -capture on HeJ nucleus. If the nuclear wave functions are known 

the probability of this reaction depends only on one unknown vari

able - the weak coupling constant ~ p of ·the induced pseudosoalar 

interaction. By using the experimental value of probability equal 

to 1468 sec-1 for the pseudosoalar coupling constant we get 

§p =5.JJ 
']";: 



I 
I, 

. 
Finally, we briefly review the problem of hypertritium. There 

exists the opinion (based ~n _the calculations ~f. li~~ hypern~c1ei 
by the-variational method/l7/) that the parameters of AN-interaction 

employed to obtain the binding energy of light hypernuclei are some

what different from those of J\N-potential describin~ the elastic 

scattering of (\ -particles on pretoria at low energies. By the ~bove 

method we have caloulated/181 the binding energy of ~HJ with the 

potentials of 1\ N- and NN-interactions of the ~orm (4). The parame

ters of AN-potent~als were fixed in such a way that' the binding 

energy of AHJ and the cross section of Ap-scattering were repro

duced simultaneously. It turned out that the agreement of these data 

was possible only for the repulsion radius (i.e. the radius at which. 

a potential ~hanges its sign) 

of two types). 

2.2 

2.0 

1.8 

f.6 

l.lt 

1.2 

0.55 or 0.65 fm (for the potentials 

------------
I I I I I 

/() ~_I ) .! I - - 7 lJ ::J _, 2 3 " 5 6 

9' ( ~~~) 
Fig. 1 
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